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OCWTP and OHSTS Regional Training Centers
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The purpose of this handbook is to provide you with a reference of
policies, guidelines, and expectations for you as a trainer/coach within
the OCWTP/OHSTS. It provides important information about your role.

The OCWTP and OHSTS are comprehensive, competency-based inservice training (CCBIT) systems for staff, supervisors, assessors,
resource families in Ohio’s 85 county public children service agencies
(PCSAs) and adult protective service agencies. Designed as state/county,
public/private collaborations, both training programs develop and provide
training activities to promote mastery of the knowledge and skills needed
to assure protection and permanence for Ohio’s abused and neglected
children and older adults. Trainings are provided by highly skilled and
certified trainers through a regionally organized delivery system.
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OCWTP

OHSTS

• The Ohio Department of Job and
Family Services (ODJFS) co-chairs
the Statewide Steering Committee
and manages the OCWTP's
contracts and funding.

• The Ohio Department of Job and
Family Services (ODJFS), manages
the OHST's contracts and funding.
• Four Regional Training Centers
(RTCs), identify and address the
training needs of APS staff,
supervisors, other JFS staff, and
community partners and assist in
developing, piloting, and
evaluating training activities.

• The Public Children Services
Association of Ohio (PCSAO) cochairs OCWTP’s Statewide Steering
Committee and advocates for the
needs of county child welfare
agencies.

• Ohio's University Consortium for
Child and Adult Services
(OUCCAS), the OHSTS's current
State Training Coordinator,
facilitates and coordinates all
program activities, develops
training curricula and other
resources, and provides fiscal
administration.

• Eight Regional Training Centers
(RTCs), operated by county public
children’s services agencies,
identify, and address the training
needs of staff, supervisors,
assessors, and resource families
and assist in developing, piloting,
and evaluating training activities.
• Ohio's University Consortium for
Child and Adult Services
(OUCCAS), the OCWTP's current
State Training Coordinator,
facilitates and coordinates all
program activities, develops
training curricula and other
resources, and provides fiscal
administration.
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Your application documents, contact information, learning outlines, and all
communications are stored on SharePoint. Only OUCCAS staff, RTC staff, and the Ohio
Department of Job and Family Services (ODJFS) have access to SharePoint.

TRAINER/COACH TASKS WITHIN 30 DAYS ONCE APPROVED

1

Set Up Payment
• An OUCCAS administrator will
reach out to you once you are
approved as a trainer and/or
coach to begin the authorization
process to work as an
independent contractor.
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Reach out to the Regional Training Centers (RTCs)
Reach out to RTCs for which you intend to train, to provide more information
about yourself, your learnings, and areas of expertise. Contact information for
each OCWTP and OHSTS RTCs is located at the end of this handbook.
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Write Your Autobiographical Paragraph
Prepare an autobiographical paragraph (bio) to be entered into your profile
within the statewide learning management system (LMS). Your bio should be
no more than three to four sentences long and must include the following to
support the requirements of the Ohio Counselor, Social Worker and Marriage
and Family Therapist Board for CEUs:
• University, College or Technical
School attended
• Year graduated
• Major(s) and Degree(s)
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• Upon receipt of the electronic
documents, it is your
responsibility to complete and
submit. You will not be able to
train and/or coach until you
receive authorization.

• Current professional licensure(s)
• Current and previous experience in
area of expertise (use dates, not
years)

Training of Trainers (TOTs) OCWTP Workshops
A series of trainer development learning activities known as Training of
Trainers (TOTs) exists to help prepare new trainers and coaches. The
OCCUAS Training Delivery Team will work with each trainer to identify what
TOTs will be required to meet their skill development need(s) and time
frame for completion.
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E-Track
The OCWTP utilizes the statewide learning management system (LMS), currently
known as E-Track. Click here to familiarize yourself with the LMS. The training page
will guide you through logging in, navigating E-Track, accessing your training data
and calendar.
Your login and password are identical and follow this format:
• Two-digit birth month
• Two-digit birth date
• First initial of LEGAL first name
• First five letters of the last name
• Then, a 1
Example: Mary Baxter, born on June 3, would be: 0603MBAXTE1)
It is recommended you do not change your password.
The OHSTS LMS currently does not allow trainers access.

The LMS is used to manage the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Trainer and coaching pool
Learning activities and skill set each trainer is approved to train and/or coach
Training and coaching history
Evaluations from workshops/learning activities
Catalog of learning activities, including course descriptions, associated
competencies, pre-requisites, etc.

Manage your training calendar

Access the training location address

Access and print survey results

Access the RTC contact person

View and print your facilitator record

Review the list of registrants

Access your calendar
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To maintain an active trainer and coach status, specific requirements and expectations
must be adhered.

• Follow the Regional Training Center (RTC) procedures. Each RTC will provide you with
any updated policies and procedures related to training and coaching.
• Provide the RTC with as much advanced notice as possible if you need to cancel.
• Obtain prior permission from the RTC for any guests (i.e., spouses, children, speakers)
you wish to bring to the training site.
• Utilize feedback given (evaluations, observations) to improve content and delivery.
• Do not alter any standardized training content and curriculum.
• Do not market personal workshops, books, etc. to county agencies or participants.
• Maintain updated LMS calendar for training.
• Follow the OCWTP/OHSTS copyright policy if developing a new curriculum.
• Create and maintain a safe training space by not posting pictures of participants on
social media sites.
• Respect client confidentiality and advise participants to do the same.
• Be certain to alert OUCCAS of any changes that might affect your authorization to be
paid through UC (e.g., name change, organization of business).
• Respond in a timely fashion to OUCCAS requests for trainer authorization materials.

Contact the RTC or utilize the LMS
to confirm the location of the
training site or virtual platform.

Submit virtual poll questions, video
links, etc. for virtual trainings.
Access Box site to review OCWTP
standardized materials. OUCCAS
will provide access information.

Contact the RTC to ensure
technological equipment needs.
Submit your own developed
training handouts to the RTC.
Handouts for any trainings should
not be more than 20 pages total.

Access standardized materials for
OHSTS can be obtained by the RTC.
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Arrive or login at least 30 minutes prior to the start of training to set up and greet
participants.
Expect to stay after each training day to answer questions.

Remind participants of the 15-minute rule for each training and impact of CEU
credit (more detail in the Personal Professional Development section).
Do not alter the time frames of the training, including breaks and lunches.

Initial sign-in sheets by each participants’ name or ensure a RTC staff member
and/or producer has the attendance roster (virtual) to verify their full
participation.
Know how to set up, operate, and troubleshoot any required equipment.
Complete the Trainer Feedback Form after each learning activity. Feedback is
provided to the Training Delivery Team and RTC (where learning activity
occurred).

Development of initial and closing coaching plans with coachee(s) and their
supervisor(s).

Submit coaching plans to RTCs timely.
Provide updates to RTCs throughout coaching.
Maintain confidentiality.
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Learning activities are scheduled by RTC’s based on the needs of their constituents.
The RTCs collect needs assessment data in a variety of ways including:
•
•
•
•
•

County site visits
Regional county liaison meetings
The Individual Training Needs Assessment (ITNA)
Learning evaluations
Informal assessments

This is an ongoing process - as learning needs are identified, learning activities,
including training, are scheduled to meet the needs.

When one of your learning activities is selected, an RTC representative will
contact you to secure a date and time. Many RTCs schedule training six to eight
months in advance. They use a variety of locations, including county training
sites and virtual training platforms, so make sure to confirm the location when
scheduling. For OCWTP trainers, you will also be able to confirm the date, time,
and location by accessing your calendar in the LMS.

If the training has a low number of registrations within one week prior, the
RTC can make the decision to cancel.

If there is a need identified OUCCAS will review the current trainer pool to
identify if anyone has the expertise to develop a learning.
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As the State Training Coordinator, one role of
OUCCAS is to help trainers and coaches develop
their skills and support them as needed.
Professional development opportunities are
provided to assist trainers and coaches to best
teach staff, supervisors, assessors, and resource
families the knowledge and skills they need to do
their jobs.
Your professional development plays an integral
part in achieving the outcomes around Safety,
Permanency, and Well-Being for children and their
families as well as the outcomes for older adults.
OCWTP and OHSTS are proud to have so many
skillful trainers and coaches within our systems. To
maintain our high level of professionalism,
relevance, and expertise it is imperative you keep
up to date within your content area as well as
training delivery modalities, strategies, and best
practices.
Effective trainings, learning activities, and coaching
utilize multiple strategies to improve participants to
walk away with acquired understanding,
knowledge, and/or skills.
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MAINTAIN EXPERTISE
Maintain your content
expertise by staying
abreast of research,
current practices, and
projected trends on the
topic(s) you train.

BE AWARE OF LIMITS
Be aware of limitations
regarding your expertise.
Be prepared to share
those limitations.

COMPLETE TRAINING

BE INVOLVED

Complete required
Training of Trainers (TOTs)
and TOC (Training on
Content). TOCs are only
required for Standardized
workshop trainers.

Be actively involved in the
process of becoming
culturally competent and
inclusive.

KNOW HOW TO

INCORPORATE LEARNING

Know how to find,
evaluate, and incorporate
research into your
learning activities.

Incorporate transfer of
learning and adult
learning strategies into
every learning activity.
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DEVELOP YOUR SKILLS
Develop your skills as a
trainer through outside
sources or OUCCAS
sponsored trainings.

PROMOTE
Promote the values,
ethical principles, and
ethical standards of the
child welfare and adult
protection professions.

USE TECHNOLOGY
Effectively incorporate
technology to enhance
the learning of
participants.

1

Be part of skill-building and information sharing opportunities OUCCAS
provides, which include the annual Trainer Conference, newsletters, and all
other communications.

2

Research is your best tool to remain up to date on the current best practice of
training and coaching. You probably have the best insight into your strengths
and areas that need more development.
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Partner with other trainers and coaches.

4

Visit the OCWTP and OHSTS websites which provide links to other relevant
websites, trainer support materials, and important information on upcoming
events and state initiatives.

5

Attend Quarterly Trainer Chats to join other trainers, OUCCAS, and RTCs with
the goal to collaborate, ask questions and obtain updated information.
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OBSERVATION/FEEDBACK

MENTORING

You might also be observed by an
OCWTP /OHSTS representative. You
may also be observed if concerns are
raised, or as part of routine
monitoring for Continuous Quality
Improvement (CQI) purposes. You will
always be informed in advance of the
observation. Following an
observation, you may request
feedback about the learning activity
you conducted.

If you are training Standardized
curricula, you are paired with a
mentor to help in your preparation
and/or presentation skills. You can
also be paired with a mentor for nonstandardized trainings and coaching.

FIELD EXPERIENCE
Ongoing exposure to the field will enhance your credibility in your learnings and
will assist you in developing appropriate Transfer of Learning (TOL) strategies. If
you do not have recent experience in the child welfare or adult protective services
field, you may participate in a field experience opportunity with a public child
welfare agency or job and family services agency. A wide variety of agency
experiences are available, so you are encouraged to consider which type of field
experience would be applicable to your area of expertise.
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Adult Learning Theory
Transfer of Learning Strategies

Training Intervention Design and Delivery
Learner Characteristics

Evidence-Informed Learning Activities

Diversity and Cultural Competencies
Outcome Measures of Adult Protective Services and/or Child
Welfare Safety, Permanency, and Well-Being

Use of technology
Statewide Automated Child Welfare Information System
(SACWIS)
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All learning activities of the OCWTP and OHSTS are designed to promote child
welfare and adult protective services practice that is responsive to diversity. It is
essential that trainers and coaches provide information in their learning activities
regarding diversity issues, at least at the awareness and understanding levels.
Trainers and coaches can help participants understand the role diversity plays in
their work and the reaction of others. Child welfare and adult protective services
practice responsive to diversity considers the multi-dimensional aspects of people.

1

How values, beliefs, attitudes, and traditions influence behavior.

2

The understanding of the dynamics of specific cultures; and

3

The ability to use this knowledge to work productively with people
from diverse backgrounds

OCWTP/OHSTS strives to provide high-level training delivery and support to our pool
of trainers. If concerns are identified, follow-up will occur and supports or technical
assistance provided as needed. Evaluation of trainers is done through the following
strategies:
•
•
•
•

Review of survey reports completed by participants
Observations from OCWTP/OHSTS
Feedback from RTC’s
Trainer feedback
15

The OCWTP and OHSTS is a Competency Based Training System. Competencies
are statements of skill and knowledge required to accomplish specific job tasks. There
are separate sets of competencies for each learning population (i.e., trainers,
caseworkers, supervisors, and resource families). They are further divided into major
groupings and topics within those groupings.
A Universe of Competencies is a comprehensive listing of all the knowledge and skills
required to do a job.
Click the link resources below for more information:
The Universe of Child Welfare Competencies
Child welfare staff and resource family competencies

The Universe of Adult Protective Services (APS)
Competencies
Adult protective staff competencies

The Universe of Competencies - A Conceptual Overview
to watch a short video explaining the OCWTPs comprehensive
competency-based in-service training system.
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LEARNING
ACTIVITY TYPE

PARTICIPANTS

OUTCOMES

COMPETENCIES

Workshop
• In person
• Online

Attend based on
competency need

Move people along
in awareness,
knowledge,
understanding, and
beginning level of
practice application

Competencies
frame the
curriculum and
who participates

Learning Lab
• Structured
• Follows a
workshop
• In person
• Online

Attend based on
competency
need. For some
labs there is a
pre-requisite

Practice and Skill
Development in
identified
competencies
from previous
workshop

Skill development
and practice in
identified
competencies

GAP
(Guided Application

Attend based on
competency
need.
Any person
interested in the
topic with
knowledge and
understanding of
the topic

Taking a concept to
practice application
through discussion
and sharing of
ideas and
information;
identifying and
considering
strategies to
overcome barriers
to application

Participate based
on competency
need; individual
or group
identified by
supervisor

Skill
enhancement /
development,
working toward
mastery in
identified
competencies

and Practice)

• In person
• Online

Coaching
• In person
⚬ Individual
⚬ Group
• Online
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Competencies
frame the
discussion and
potential
participants

Competencies
used for
identification of
skills to be
mastered

Standardized learnings provide
fundamental knowledge to an identified
training population (e.g., caseworkers,
supervisors, resource families,
assessors). The content is standardized
so everyone receives the same
knowledge and skills no matter when or
where they attend the learning and
content, or materials cannot be changed.

Non-standardized learnings provide
knowledge needed by caseworkers,
supervisors, and resource families in
specific roles or at specific stages in their
development.
These learnings are developed by trainers
who have content knowledge and
expertise in a needed area. Materials for
non-standardized learnings are
developed by the trainer. These are RTC
initiated and needs based.

Trainers must attend a Training on
Content (TOC) for any standardized
learning they are asked to train.
Examples of standardized learnings
include Caseworker Core, CAPMIS,
Supervisor, and Foster and Adoption
Preservice.

• OCWTP uses the online file-sharing service Box to provide standardized trainers
access to the course materials.
• Trainers of standardized curricula should direct any questions about accessing and
using Box to OUCCAS staff person who approved you to train the specific
module(s).
• OHSTS utilizes SharePoint for all standardized curricula. OHSTS trainers should
direct questions about accessing materials to
ouccasadultprotectiveservices@ohio.edu.
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Non-standardized learnings are developed by trainers who have content knowledge
and expertise in a needed area. All non-standardized learnings and outlines must go
through an approval process prior to being scheduled.

RTC identifies a learning need.

Review of the expertise of the current trainer pool is completed.

If a trainer has expertise to meet the learning need, a RTC works with the
trainer in the development of a learning outline.
OUCCAS Trainer Content Team will review and provide input, as needed.

Outline is approved and sent to CEU manager for licensure approval.
Training outline is approved!
RTCs will then be able to schedule your non-standardized training.

Identified standardized and non-standardized trainings can both be trained virtually.
OUCCAS and RTCs can provide support and producers (when needed) for virtual
trainings. Trainers who want to become approved to train virtually will work with the
OUCCAS Training Delivery Team.
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Ohio code requires child welfare caseworkers and resource families participate in a
specific number of training hours each year:

CAS EWO RK ER

CAS EWO RK ER

O R C SE CT IO N 5153. 122

O R C SE CT IO N 5153. 123

Caseworker in-service training

Caseworker supervisor in-service training

AS S ES S O R
O R C SE CT IO N 3107. 014
Qualifications of Assessors

FO S TER CAREGIV ERS

FO S TER CAREGIV ERS

O R C SE CT I O N 5103. 032

O R C SE CT IO N 5103. 031
Preplacement Training

Continuing Training

APS C AS EWO RK ER
O AC R U L E 5 1 0 1: 2 - 20- 07
Education and in-service training
requirements for Adult Protective Services
(APS) caseworkers and supervisors
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Trainings approved to provide licensure training credit through the Ohio Counselor, Social
Worker, and Marriage and Family Therapist Board must adhere to the timeframes
approved. For these reasons, the OCWTP/OHSTS (and you, the trainer) must maintain
standards regarding training hours:

For every three hours of continuous content, a 15-minute break must be provided.
Participants in full-day learnings must be provided a one-hour lunch break.
Breaks and lunch cannot be extended nor can the learning end early.
Participants receive licensure training credit for the full learning, minus both lunch and
breaks (e.g., a participant would receive 5.5 hours of licensure credit for a full day).
• Licensure training requirements for ethics and supervision “S” designated learnings
require three full hours of training. Therefore, these learnings must be written and
scheduled to be 3 hours and 15 minutes in length.
• The 15 Minute Rule: OCWTP/OHSTS does not allow participants seeking CEU credits to
miss more than 15 minutes of training content. The 15-minute rule applies per learning
activity, not per day. For example, if you are providing a three-hour distance learning
presented in two 1.5-hour segments, a participant could not miss more than 15 minutes
of the entire three hours. Participants missing more than 15 minutes can continue to
participate, if it is understood they will not receive CEU credits and missing more than 15
minutes is reflected on the sign.
•
•
•
•

LEVELS OF LEARNING
The acquisition and mastery of new knowledge and skill takes place in a predictable
sequence. Learning activities should follow this sequence to develop, present, reinforce
and support learning. The levels of learning include:

Level 3

Level 2
Level 1

Knowledge of
Understanding

Application of
Knowledge and
Skills to the Job

Awareness
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Level 4
Skill
Development

OCWTP REGIONAL TRAINING CENTERS
CENTRAL OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

NORTHWEST OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

VICKY RHOADS - DIRECTOR
lvrhoads@fccs.us
Franklin County Children Services
855 West Mound Street
Columbus, OH 43223

MELONNY KING - MANAGER
MELONNY.KING@JFS.OHIO.GOV
Lucas County Children Services
705 Adams Street, 11th Floor
Toledo, OH 43604

EAST CENTRAL OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

SOUTHWEST OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

BRIAN K. WEAR – DIRECTOR
Brian.wear@jfs.ohio.gov
Guernsey County Children Services
274 Highland Avenue, Suite 100
Cambridge, OH 43725

STACEY HATTE - DIRECTOR
stacey.hatte02@jfs.ohio.gov
Clermont County Department of Job & Family Services
420 Wards Corner Road, Suite J
Loveland, OH 45140

NORTH CENTRAL OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

SOUTHEAST OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

MARQUETESE BETTS – INTERIM DIRECTOR
marquetese.betts@jfs.ohio.gov
Cuyahoga County Division of Children & Family Services
9830 Lorain Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44102

TRACIE STEIN - DIRECTOR
tracie.stein@jfs.ohio.gov
Athens County Children Services
2099 East State Street, Suite A
Athens, OH 45701
WESTERN OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

NORTHEAST OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

DALE HOTALING - DIRECTOR
Dale.hotaling@jfs.ohio.gov
Greene County Department of Job & Family Services
1312 Research Park Drive
Beavercreek, OH 45432

MARY SERAPIGLIA - DIRECTOR
Mary.serapiglia@summitkids.org
Summit County Children Services
264 S. Arlington Street
Akron, OH 44306

OHSTS REGIONAL TRAINING CENTERS
EAST CENTRAL OHIO RTC

SOUTHWEST OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

DEBBIE SCHOTT - TRAINING COORDINATOR
NEOHSTS@JFS.OHIO.GOV
East Central Ohio RTC / NEOHSTS
274 Highland Suite 100
Cambridge, Ohio 43725

DIANE DAVIS - TRAINING COORDINATOR
Diane.Davis2@jfs.ohio.gov
Clermont County Department of Job & Family Services
420 Wards Corner Rd. Suite J
Loveland, Ohio 45140

CENTRAL OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

NORTHWEST OHIO REGIONAL TRAINING CENTER

TANIKA BROCKMAN - TRAINING COORDINATOR
Tanika.brockman@jfs.ohio.gov
Franklin County Department of Job & Family Services
314 N. Wilson Road
Columbus, Ohio 43204

NATALIE EDWARDS - TRAINING COORDINATOR
NATALIE.EDWARDS@JFS.OHIO.GOV
Lucas County Dept. of Job & Family Services
3210 Monroe St.
Toledo, Ohio 43699
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